
Dyatmika Student Behaviour Policy and Procedures

1. Purpose
The purpose of this policy / procedure is to help ensure positive attitudes and
behaviours throughout Dyatmika.

2. Scope
The policy / procedures applies to all sections of Dyatmika School, with some age
appropriate variations in procedures.

3. Definitions
Intrinsic reward: the experience of completing a task or set of behaviours based upon
personal interest, enjoyment or a sense of self-worth.

4. Policy statement
At Dyatmika we believe that enforcing and rewarding positive behaviour is the
healthiest and most effective approach to ensuring students understand, and feel
compelled to abide by the high standards of behaviour that we set for them.

Dyatmika aims for all students to develop in line with the school’s Learner Profile,
which includes aspects of behaviour.

We feel that intrinsic reward is the most effective pathway toward embedding
lasting personal standards of behaviour. We seek to help students to understand the
internal satisfaction that is gained from doing the right thing or adversely when they
do the wrong thing.

For many, however, the stages of moral development require external rewards and
consequences (Jeder, 2020) in order for their depth to be understood. The
procedures that follow contain both rewards and consequences and are adapted to
be appropriate for:

● different student age groups
● classroom and non-classroom situations

Rewards for positive behaviour may include house points, certificates or awards, as
detailed in the procedures below. Consequences for unacceptable behaviour are
proportionate to incidences.

5. Procedures

5.1 Primary and Early Years classroom procedures

The Dyatmika Going for Gold Primary/EY approach allows teachers to focus on the
learner characteristics drawn from our learner profile.
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At the beginning of each day, all students begin on the green section of their going
for gold class colour chart. Their aim is to display the Dyatmika Learner
Characteristics (appendix 4). These are displayed prominently on the classroom wall
and explained to students with clarity throughout the term. If a student
demonstrates the Dyatmika learner characteristics for that term clearly, they will be
moved up the going for gold colour chart.

This is known as the ‘Gold’ section.

● If students finish the day within the gold section they will be given one house
point for their house team.

● If they finish in the ‘Gold’ section after every day of the week, they will be
presented with a Head of School award.

Students can also move down the colour chart for behaviours which impact
negatively upon others’ learning, wellbeing, or for instances which directly contradict
the learner characteristics.

For smaller instances, one warning can be given before moving a student into the
orange section and another before moving them into the red.

Students may also be moved directly down the chart without a prior warning, if the
behaviour so warrants. After each time a downward movement is made, the
member of staff will remind the students of the positive behaviours that they can
display in order to move up once again.

For students who end the day in the red section of the colour chart, a proportion of
their break time shall be missed the following day.

The overall use of the chart is to remain positive and as a system to enforce positive
behaviour rather than to punish it.

● If a student remains in the red section they will miss a portion of their snack
time the following day.

● If this is repeated, three times within a week a meeting shall be held between
the Head of School, the parents and the student. At this point, the school’s
counsellor may become involved.

● Continued class disruption thereafter may result in exclusion and ultimately
expulsion from the school.

Instances of both positive and negative behaviour will be recorded in the running
record.
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Dyatmika Primary/Early Years behaviour procedures:
Classroom
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5.2 Primary and Early Years non classroom procedures

For instances, which happen during break-time, duty teachers will ask the student to
sit down and miss a portion of their break within the student’s lunch area.

This time should be proportionate to the incident and will often last no more than
four or five minutes.

Before rejoining their peers the student will be expected to explain why they have
been asked to sit out a portion of their break time.

Duty teachers will write any incidents of note within the running record in order for
class teachers and primary management to be able to spot patterns and react if
consistent offences occur.
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5.3 High School rewards procedures Classes 6-10
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5.4 High School rewards procedures Classes 11-12

Please note: Points will appear on the student’s semester report so please check spelling and do not use any
other student’s name when listing reason.
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5.5 High School non classroom procedures

High School
Non-classroom situations

NB: Academic and Pastoral Coordinator can also issue a Stage 2 or Stage 3 for students who receive
multiple S1 and S2 sanctions over a period of time (upon scrutiny of the weekly and monthly reports).
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5.6 High School non-compliance procedures

Non-Compliant Students (NCS) – What to do

A Non-compliant Student is any student who is not responding to school rules,
teacher instructions, or student responsibilities and expectations as outlined in the
Student Planner. Depending on the role the Teacher is fulfilling at the time of
encountering the NCS (‘Subject Teacher’, ‘Duty Teacher’ or ‘Homeroom Teacher’) will
determine the action taken, the Flow Chart to refer to, the action to take, and the
Senior Staff Member (see below) to refer the incident to (if required).

Relevant Senior Staff Members: International Head of High School
Academic and Pastoral Leader, 11-12
Academic and Pastoral Leader, 9-10
Academic and Pastoral Leader, 6-8

Subject Teacher

Examples of non-compliant
behaviour

Flow chart or policy to refer to Action

General poor behaviour, lack of
work, disruption to lesson, no
homework etc

Classroom Situations Enter at Stage 0 then
escalate to Stage 1 upwards if
necessary

Rudeness or refusal to comply Classroom Situations At least Stage 1, or higher
depending on severity

Bullying Non-Classroom Situations Deal with the matter initially.
Remove perpetrator from
lesson if necessary. Report
incident to Academic and
Pastoral Leader at earliest
opportunity.

Serious one-off incident (Severe
defiance or dangerous behaviour)

Classroom Situations Call Head of High School
immediately. Student will
enter Stage 3 or 4 as required

Homeroom Teacher

Examples of non-compliant
behaviour

Flow chart or policy to refer to Action

Any examples from “Subject
Teacher” table that may occur in
Homeroom

Classroom Situations Enter at Stage 0 then
escalate to Stage 1 upwards if
necessary

Student is Late to Homeroom Homeroom Teacher Roles Homeroom teacher records
‘L’ on paper register and
addresses student on the
matter.

Student is wearing incorrect
uniform

Homeroom Teacher Roles Homeroom teacher records
‘U’ on paper register and
addresses student on the
matter. Send student to High
School Office to get correct
uniform.

Student has no Planner Homeroom Teacher Roles Homeroom teacher records
‘P’ on paper register and
addresses student on the
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matter. Send student to High
School Office to get
temporary Planner, or buy a
new one if lost.

Student has missing Equipment Homeroom Teacher Roles Homeroom teacher records
‘E’ on paper register and
addresses student on the
matter. Send student to High
School Office to purchase
missing Equipment.

After analyzing the paper register
on Friday each week, student has
several ‘LEPU’ marks

Non-Classroom Situations Homeroom teacher issues
Stage 2 detention and
informs Academic and
Pastoral Leader

Duty Teacher Roles

Examples of non-compliant
behaviour

Related flow chart or policy Action

General poor behaviour, shouting
or disruption (especially near
exam rooms), disruption, etc

Non-Classroom Situations Enter at Stage 0 then
escalate to Stage 1 upwards
if necessary

Rudeness or refusal to comply Non-Classroom Situations At least Stage 1, or higher
depending on severity

Bullying Non-Classroom Situations Deal with the matter initially.
Speak to students
responsible. Report incident
to Academic and Pastoral
Leader at earliest
opportunity.

Students leaving rubbish/litter or
plates

Non-Classroom Situations Duty teachers issue an S1
detention. Arrange for
student to complete S1
detention with them after
school that day. Duty
Teacher records S1 on
Engage

Serious one-off incident (Severe
defiance or dangerous behaviour)

Non-Classroom Situations Call Head of High School
immediately. Student will
enter Stage 3 or 4 as
required

It is the responsibility of the member of staff on duty to deal with incidents in their allotted
Duty Zone. This is includes setting, sitting and recording, any detentions required. It is therefore
essential that all Duties are attended fully and on time. Any “Non-Classroom Situations” that
occur or begin in your Duty Zone are YOUR responsibility to deal with, sanction and restitute. If
students fail to attend an S1 detention you set, it is your responsibility to escalate to S2, record
S2 on Engage, and inform the relevant Senior Staff Member*.

6. Roles and responsibilities

The Yayasan is to: ● Become involved as the last recourse/mediator in any related
complaint.

The Director is to: ● Apply the policy in conjunction with the relevant Head of
School.
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Heads of School
are to:

● Apply and monitor the effectiveness of the policy;
addressing/investigating all concerns raised by either
students, parents or teachers.

Teachers are to: ● Follow the behaviour procedures  carefully and maintain
high standards of behaviour for students at all times.

Teaching
Assistants are to:

● Follow the behaviour procedures  carefully and maintain
high standards of behaviour for students at all times. Refer
any behaviours of note to their team leaders.

Students are to: ● Follow the behaviour procedures carefully and to maintain
high standards of behaviour.

7. Related documents
House Points Policy and Procedure
Anti-Bullying Policy and Procedure
Primary Running Record

8. Change history
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